Smell data construction and analysis software

Aromalyzer
Measure charts

What is Aromalyzer ?
Construction of a smell database
Smell Matching System / Principal Component Analysis
Comparison of response values for each sample / Smell Visualization
Aroma Coder V2
5Q-SSM

Aromalyzer is smell database building engine
with built-in analysis functions.
By using the software, it is possible to analyze data
acquired from smell sensors and support sensor
evaluation.
Also, by using the database building function,
you can upload the acquired smell data to
the software and build your own database.
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"Aromalyzer" is a software
for building and analyzing smell databases.
Aromalyzer is equipped with database construction and analysis functions,
and is useful for smell sample evaluation and sensor evaluation.
By simply uploading the acquired data to Aromalyzer,
you can easily visualize the smell data and evaluate it objectively.

Main analysis functions
Smell Visualization

From Numerical data we generate Waveform data or Bar graph.
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Smell Matching System
Far from Cabernet

Based on the smell data, score the degree of similarity of sample.
Near for Cabernet
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Based on the smell data,
main component of the acquired smell data is extracted.

Principal Component Analysis
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■ How to use Aromalyzer
This application and program is a database building and analysis application
that can be used in a browser. The minimum term of use is one year.
Please refer to the following terms of use for details of the application.
[Terms of service] https://www.aromabit.com/policy/
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